C Instruments

Traken

Rubato \( \d \) ca. 100
Solo guitar

Samba \( \d \) = 200
Drums enter

(Chord 1st x only)

Poparad [2006]
Repeat until Cue

Head/Solos

A

F#-7   G\(\Delta 7\)(#11)   F#-7   Gb/Ab

F#-7   G\(\Delta 7\)(#11)   A-7(b6)   F\(\Delta 7\)(#11)

A-7(b6)   F\(\Delta 7\)   B7(#9)   E\(\Delta 7\)
Anticipate beat 4
on head only

B

D/A

E/A

D/A

E/A
Traken - 4

(First solo begins here, all others start at A)

Solo form: A A B C C (like head)